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Blockchain technology provides efficient and secure solutions to various online activities by utilizing a
wide range of cryptographic tools. In this paper, we survey the existing literature on post-quantum secure
digital signatures that possess exotic advanced features and which are crucial cryptographic tools used in
the blockchain ecosystem for (i) account management, (ii) consensus efficiency, (iii) empowering scriptless
blockchain, and (iv) privacy. The exotic signatures that we particularly focus on in this work are the following:
multi-/aggregate, threshold, adaptor, blind and ring signatures. Herein the term exotic refers to signatures
with properties which are not just beyond the norm for signatures e.g. unforgeability, but also imbue new
forms of functionalities. Our treatment of such exotic signatures includes discussions on existing challenges
and future research directions in the post-quantum space. We hope that this article will help to foster further
research to make post-quantum cryptography more accessible so that blockchain systems can be made ready
in advance of the approaching quantum threats.
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INTRODUCTION

Cryptographic algorithms play a key role in blockchain systems to guarantee security, preserve
privacy, and improve system performance. Digital signatures, in particular, are one of the key
cryptographic primitives for blockchains. For example, Bitcoin [120] deploys the Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) to manage coin ownership, so that funds can only be spent
by their rightful owners. In particular, a classic signature scheme consists of a public verification
key and a private signing key. A Bitcoin address is a 160-bit hash derived deterministically from
the ECDSA verification key. Anyone who possesses the corresponding ECDSA signing key has
the right to spend the fund represented by the Bitcoin address. A transaction to transfer funds
from one (or more) Bitcoin address to other Bitcoin addresses is authorised if all inputs (i.e., Bitcoin
addresses of the to-be-spent funds) are signed by using the corresponding signing keys.
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With the advancement of blockchains, signatures with special features and functionalities beyond
the conventional unforgeability (i.e., exotic signatures) have also been leveraged to tackle various
issues therein. In fact, there exists a rich literature in using different signature schemes in digital
cash before the birth of the blockchain, such as using blind signatures to prevent the signer (i.e.,
the payee) from being linked to its transactions [42]. Other signature schemes, such as adaptor,
multi-, aggregate, threshold, and ring signatures, also play important roles in the blockchain. They
empower blockchains with additional features in four main aspects, namely account management,
consensus efficiency, empowering scriptless blockchains, and user privacy.
For account management, Bitcoin natively supports multi-signature addresses (with OPCHECKMULTISIG )
via its Non-Turing complete script language [23], to enable jointly owned asset management. A
multi-signature address specifies a list of 𝑛 ECDSA public keys and a threshold 𝑡 ≤ 𝑛, where the
holders of at least 𝑡 corresponding secret keys are each required to provide a signature to validate
the transaction spending the jointly owned coin. While using multi-signature to manage jointly
owned assets provides accountability, i.e., the set of signers is made transparent on blockchain,
it has its own limit. First, with Bitcoin, the number 𝑛 of keys has a hardcoded limit, making it
non-scalable. In addition, it also incurs more transactions fees due to the larger size of a transaction
(containing 𝑡 signatures). Last, this is not privacy-friendly and may not be suitable for privacy-aware
applications. Threshold signature schemes have been proposed to improve jointly owned asset
management, where the ability to construct a single signature is distributed to 𝑛 participants,
such that producing a signature requires the involvement of 𝑡 participants. This addresses the
weaknesses of multi-signature transactions and has been implemented in several services, such as
Binance, Wanchain, and Fusion.
For consensus efficiency, traditional Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) protocols, such as PBFT [38],
use an all-to-all message pattern to commit a decision block. To reduce the communication complexity from 𝑂 (𝑛 2 ) to 𝑂 (𝑛), aggregated or threshold signatures have been leveraged in several
blockchain consensus protocols, such as SBFT [77], HotStuff [154], and Damysus [55].
Layer 2 protocols are one of the promising techniques to scale blockchains. In particular, layer
2 protocols, such as payment channels, aim to improve the throughput of blockchains by only
recording a summary of a potentially large number of transactions into the blockchain. Taking
payment channel as an example, two users establish a payment channel on a blockchain by
committing pre-defined collaterals (i.e., coins) on the blockchain, and start to update the balance of
the channel between the two users according to the agreed payments. Upon the channel closure,
they only need to record the final state of the balance to represent all intermediate payments
on the blockchain. Layer 2 protocols normally require the support of script language, making it
challenging for scriptless blockchains (such as Monero or ZCash) to adopt the technique. Adaptor
signatures have been considered to enable layer 2 protocols on scriptless blockchains [7, 117].
Exotic signatures have also been leveraged to protect blockchain privacy. The two main types of
signatures for blockchain privacy are blind signature and ring signature. The use of blind signature
has been proposed to improve Bitcoin privacy by constructing a coin mixing service, such as
BlindCoin [147], to hide the payment links. CryptoNote [49] was proposed to provide transaction
untraceability in blockchain-based cryptocurrencies. Unlike in Bitcoin where an observer of the
blockchain can learn the trace of all coins, CryptoNote hides the trace of coins by using linkable
ring signature [122]. In particular, linkable ring signature helps to hide the real coin to spend into a
number of other coins, called mix-ins, leading to a better privacy guarantee. To date, Monero is the
most famous privacy-preserving cryptocurrency with a market cap of 2.6 Billion USD1 .
1 https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/monero/,
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While the vital role of cryptographic primitives is well recognised, the advancement of quantum
computing raises a growing concern on the resilience of deployed cryptographic algorithms against
quantum adversaries, as existing computational hardness assumptions may not hold anymore [11].
For example, Shor’s algorithm makes it possible to solve the problems of large integer factorisation and discrete logarithm [142]. The recent announcements of achieving “quantum supremacy”
by Google [6] and IBM [127] further strengthens the urge to have post-quantum secure blockchains.
Contribution. A systematic analysis on the landscape of post-quantum secure cryptographic
constructions for exotic signatures is desired but missing from the literature. This paper fills the
gap by providing a survey on post-quantum (PQ) exotic signatures (as of Aug, 2021) needed by
blockchain systems. Considering all results related to exotic signatures is too much to cover in a
single paper. Therefore, we limit the scope of the paper based on the following. First, to restrict
the number of different signature types we discuss, we focus on the exotic signatures that have an
existing major blockchain application, and not those that may potentially be useful in the blockchain
setting. Since the blockchain application space spans a wide range of real-life settings, it is likely
that any signature-like scheme may potentially find a blockchain application, but it is not possible
to cover all such schemes in a single paper. Second, since we are motivated by a real-life application
(i.e., blockchain), we focus on the most practically efficient results and do not discuss the more
theoretical or practically less efficient results. Moreover, post-quantum ordinary signatures have
already reached a certain maturity and there has already been works such as [44] that survey them.
Therefore, we also do not discuss particular post-quantum ordinary signature proposals in this
work.
When considering post-quantum cryptographic protocols it is natural to ask what quantum
capabilities to consider for the adversary. Naturally we must allow the adversary the ability to
run quantum algorithms, and beyond this, some works allow quantum interactive capabilities—in
particular, we may consider quantum access to random oracles (the “quantum random oracle
model” [26]) or to oracles representing honest parties (e.g., the EUF-qCMA model [29] allows the
adversary quantum access to a signing oracle). In this paper, we will not consider the quantum
random oracle model or quantum interactions with signing oracles. Since we are considering only
classical protocols, there is no real-world scenario in which an adversary would have quantum
access to signature generation, so this restriction is quite reasonable. The quantum random oracle
model, on the other hand, would be reasonable to consider—however, the field of post-quantum
exotic signatures is rather new, and has simply not matured to the point that the quantum random
oracle model has been sufficiently considered in the literature. Thus we leave this consideration for
future work.
There are some (planned) efforts by major blockchain applications to support post-quantum
cryptographic tools. For example, Ethereum 2.0 upgrade2 is expected to support some quantum-safe
cryptographic tools. Moreover, Algorand has recently introduced state proofs3 , where a postquantum signature scheme (based on lattice problems) is used. Beyond these, we are not aware of a
large-scale adoption of PQ tools in the blockchain setting and hope our work will pave the way
towards a wider adoption of PQ cryptography for blockchain applications.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the main security assumptions that are believed to be quantum-safe. Particularly, we discuss assumptions based on hash
functions, lattices, isogenies, codes, and multivariate polynomials. Then, we provide an overview
on the role of different types of commonly deployed exotic signatures in blockchain in Section 3.
2 See
3 See

https://blog.ethereum.org/2015/12/24/understanding-serenity-part-i-abstraction/ (accessed on Aug 9, 2022).
https://developer.algorand.org/docs/get-details/algorand_consensus/#state-proof-keys (accessed on Aug 9, 2022).
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In Section 4, we first overview the general zero-knowledge proof paradigms used to construct
a large subset of the post-quantum exotic signatures we discuss in this work. Our goal here is
not to discuss particular proof systems, but rather to overview the common building stones in
order not to repeat the same discussions for different signature types. For example, “Fiat-Shamir
with Aborts” paradigm (discussed in Section 4) in the context of lattice-based zero-knowledge
proofs is used to construct threshold, adaptor and ring signatures. Then, Section 4 continues to our
main discussion on different types of PQ exotic signatures, including multisignature and aggregate
signature (Section 4.1), threshold signature (Section 4.2), adaptor signature (Section 4.3), and blind
signature and ring signature (Section 4.4).
2

POST-QUANTUM SECURITY ASSUMPTIONS

While most of the currently deployed cryptographic schemes rely on the two main classical
security assumptions, namely integer factorisation problem or discrete logarithm problem, quantum
computers will make such schemes obsolete. The well-known Shor’s and Grover’s algorithm run
on a quantum computer will be able to solve the two above-mentioned security assumptions
in polynomial time and therefore break public-key cryptography relying on these assumptions.
In contrast to the pre-quantum cryptographic schemes, their post-quantum counterparts rely
on mathematical hardness problems which are believed to remain hard even with presence of
a quantum computer. The main such post-quantum hardness assumptions will be presented in
the subsequent sections. A set of very recent works (after our literature review) have shown the
insecurity of some assumptions discussed in this section. For historical reasons, we still describe
these assumptions and mark them by ⊘ in Table 1 to indicate that they are (asymptotically or
practically) broken.
2.1

Hash-based assumptions

Hash-based or symmetric key-based cryptography is one of the candidates to design quantum-safe
signature schemes. One of the main features of hash-based cryptography is that the security of the
schemes relies solely on the collision resistance of a hash function. Even if a used hash-function
becomes insecure, it can be replaced by another secure hash-function without the need to use
any other mathematical hardness assumption. One of the first hash-based digital signature was
introduced by Merkle in 1989 [114]. An earlier work by Lamport [94] in 1979 presented a onetime signature which can be constructed from any secure hash-function. This work represents an
important component in many follow up constructions of hash-based signature schemes.
A hash function H is a function:
H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}𝑛 , 𝐷 ← H (𝑚),

(1)

that maps an arbitrary-length message 𝑚 to an 𝑛-bit hash value denoted as the digest 𝐷. A hash
function is expected to satisfy the three properties:
• Preimage Resistance: knowing the digest 𝐷, it is computationally infeasible to find an input
𝑚 s.t. H (𝑚) = 𝐷.
• Collision Resistance: Given two inputs 𝑚 1 ≠ 𝑚 2 , then H (𝑚 1 ) = H (𝑚 2 ) happens with a
negligible probability.
• Second Preimage Resistance: Knowing an input 𝑚, it is computationally infeasible to find
𝑚 ′ ≠ 𝑚 s.t. H (𝑚 ′ ) = H (𝑚).
A symmetric encryption scheme is defined by a tuple of three algorithm (KeyGen, Enc, Dec)
• KeyGen: This generates a secret key sk ∈ {0, 1}𝑛
• Enc: This takes as inputs a message 𝑚 and the secret key sk and outputs a ciphertext ct.
4

• Dec: This takes as inputs a ciphertext and the secret key sk and outputs the corresponding
plaintext.
Symmetric encryption schemes are able to satisfy the property of existential unforgeability under
chosen message. The first important element to know is that its security is only affected by the
Grover’s algorithm and not by the Shor’s
algorithm. Grover’s algorithm can recover a secret key
√
or the input of a hash function in 𝑛 quantum queries, where 𝑛 is the size of the secret key or
size of the hash outputs. This means that to counter this quantum Grover algorithm, hash-based
primitives simply double the size of the secret keys or the size of the digests.
2.2

Lattice-based assumptions

Lattice-based cryptography is a promising candidate for quantum-safe cryptography as their
security proofs are based on worst-case hardness and the corresponding constructions enjoy
efficient implementations. In his seminal work, Ajtai [1] showed a connection between worst-case
and average-case hardness and the suitability of lattices in cryptography. In this section we provide
some of the main notions and definitions of lattice-based cryptography. A 𝑛 dimensional lattice is a
set of integer linear combinations of basis vectors 𝒃 1, . . . , 𝒃 𝑛 ∈ R𝑛 :
( 𝑛
)
∑︁
L (𝒃 1, . . . , 𝒃 𝑛 ) =
𝑥𝑖 𝒃 𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 ∈ Z .
𝑖=1

The set of basis vectors in denoted by 𝑩, i.e. 𝑩 = {𝒃 1, . . . , 𝒃 𝑛 }. The most basic geometric quantity
about a lattice is its minimum aka. Minkovski’s first minimum. For an 𝑛-dimensional lattice 𝑳 it’s
minimum 𝜆(L) is the length of the shortest non-zero vector of L, i.e. 𝜆(L) = min ∥𝒃 ∥ : 𝒃 ∈ L \ 0 .
The most well-known lattice-based hardness problems introduced by Ajtai [1] are the following:
Shortest Vector Problem (SVP): Given a basis 𝑩, find the shortest 𝒗 ∈ L (𝑩), where 𝒗 ≠ 0.
𝛾-Shortest Vector Problem (𝛾-SVP): Given a basis 𝑩 for an 𝑛-dimensional lattice L, find a vector
𝒗 ∈ L with 0 < ∥𝒗 ∥ ≤ 𝛾𝜆(L).
Note: For 𝛾 > 2 O (𝑛) the 𝛾-SVP problem is easy to solve by using the LLL algorithm [97] in polynomial time. However, for 𝛾 < O (1) the problem is NP hard and thus very unlikely to be solved in
polynomial time.
Closest Vector Problem (CVP): Given a basis 𝑩, and a target vector 𝒕, find the lattice point
𝒗 ∈ L (𝑩) that is closest to 𝒕.
Shortest Independent Vectors Problem (SIVP): Given a basis 𝑩, find 𝑛 linearly independent
lattice vectors 𝑺 = {𝒔 1, . . . , 𝒔𝑛 } which minimise the norm ∥𝑺 ∥ = max𝑖 ∥𝒔𝑖 ∥ ≤ 𝛽, where 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛]
and 𝛽 is an upper bound of the Euclidean norm.
In 1997, Ajtai [1] introduced the Short Integer Solution problem which served as the base for
one-way and collision-resistant hash functions.
Short Integer Solution (SIS) Problem [1]: Given 𝑚 uniformly random vectors a𝑖 ∈ Z𝑞𝑛 which
form the columns of a matrix A ∈ Z𝑞𝑛×𝑚 the problem is to find a non-zero integer vector v ∈ Z𝑚 of
Euclidean norm ∥v∥ ≤ 𝛽 for a positive real 𝛽, such that Av = 0 mod 𝑞.
Many of the lattice-based constructions we address in this paper are based on the conjectured
hardness of the Learning With Errors (LWE) problem, which was introduced by Regev [134] in 2005.
It is defined given a probability distribution 𝜒 on Z𝑞 , normally taken to be a normal distribution
with standard deviation 𝜎:
Learning With Errors (LWE) Problem [134]: Given parameters 𝑞, 𝑛, 𝑚, 𝛼, a matrix 𝑨 ←↪
𝑚 with standard deviation 𝛼𝑞 and 𝒔 ←↪ 𝑈 (Z𝑛 ),
𝑈 (Z𝑚×𝑛
) and 𝒚 = 𝑨 · 𝒔 + 𝒆 mod 𝑞, where 𝒆 ←↪ 𝜒𝛼𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
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find 𝒔.
Corresponding to the above stated Search LWE problem there exists also a Decision LWE problem
where the goal is to distinguish 𝒚 as computed above from a random 𝒚 ←↪ 𝑈 (Z𝑞𝑛 ).
The LWE problem is believed to be very hard with the best known algorithms solving the problem
in time that is exponential in the lattice dimension 𝑛. We remark that SIS and LWE problems are
average case approximation variants of SVP and CVP for the class of 𝑞-ary lattices defined over Z𝑞 .
Practical lattice-based cryptographic algorithms often use algebraically structured variants of the
SIS and LWE problems defined over polynomial rings such as 𝑅𝑞 = Z𝑞 [𝑋 ]/(𝑋 𝑁 + 1), with 𝑁 = 2𝑘 ,
which can be exploited to reduce communication/storage and computational costs. In particular, the
R-SIS problem was introduced and its hardness studied in [104, 116, 129] and the R-LWE problem
was introduced and its hardness studied in [106, 143]. Both ring problems are commonly used
structured variants of SIS and LWE, where Z𝑞 in the unstructured variants is replaced by 𝑅𝑞 . More
flexibility in lattice dimension is offered by the general module variants of those problems: M-LWE
introduced in [32] and M-SIS introduced in [95]; the hardness of both problems was studied in [95].
The module problems in fact generalize their unstructured and ring variants, including the latter as
special cases: the module problems are defined with respect to a matrix A ∈ 𝑅𝑞𝑚×𝑛 and the cases
𝑛 = 1 and 𝑁 = 1 correspond to the ring and unstructured variants, respectively.
2.3

Isogeny-based assumptions

Isogeny-based protocols are built on the assumption that, given two elliptic curves, it is generally
difficult to find an isogeny of a specific form (which depends on the protocol being considered)
between them. Isogeny-based exotic signature protocols are built on essentially two kinds of
problems: those which resemble the “computational supersingular isogeny problem with torsion
point information,” [88] and those which resemble “computational group action inversion” [40] for
the action of the ideal class group. In this section we briefly introduce the fundamental algebraicgeometric definitions and these computational problems.
An elliptic curve 𝐸 in Montgomery form defined over a field 𝑘 is the set of 𝑘-solutions to an
equation
𝐸/𝑘 : 𝑦 2 = 𝑥 3 + 𝐴𝑥 2 + 𝑥
for some 𝐴 ∈ 𝑘 \ {−2, 2}, along with a distinguished point ∞. The constant 𝐴 is called the Montgomery coefficient, and we let 𝐸𝐴 denote the curve with Montgomery coefficient 𝐴. An elliptic
curve is a group under the chord-and-tangent law, with ∞ acting as the group identity. We define
the set of 𝑘-rational points of 𝐸𝐴 to be 𝐸𝐴 (𝑘) = {(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐸𝐴 : 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑘 }. In fact, 𝐸𝐴 (𝑘) is a subgroup
of 𝐸𝐴 . For any integer 𝑁 , we let 𝐸𝐴 [𝑁 ] = {𝑃 ∈ 𝐸𝐴 : 𝑁 𝑃 = ∞} denote the set of 𝑁 -torsion points
of 𝐸𝐴 . It is well-known that as long as 𝑁 is coprime to char 𝑘 we have 𝐸𝐴 [𝑁 ]  Z/𝑁 Z ⊕ Z/𝑁 Z.
Every elliptic curve is either ordinary or supersingular. There are many equivalent characterizations of these notions; in isogeny-based cryptography we work over finite fields 𝑘 = 𝐺𝐹 (𝑝) or
𝑘 = 𝐺𝐹 (𝑝 2 ), and in this setting we have
(
{0}
if 𝐸𝐴 is supersingular
𝑛
𝐸𝐴 [𝑝 ] 
𝑛
Z/𝑝 Z if 𝐸𝐴 is ordinary
for all 𝑛 ∈ N. Isogeny-based cryptography almost exclusively uses supersingular curves, since for
supersingular curves we have considerable control over the group structure of the subgroup of
𝑘-rational points, as discussed in [88, Section 4] and [40, Section 3].
An isogeny 𝜓 : 𝐸𝐴 → 𝐸𝐵 between elliptic curves is a non-constant rational map which is also a
group homomorphism. The degree of an isogeny is simply its degree as a rational map. We say
6

that an isogeny is 𝑘-rational if the coefficients of the polynomials in its coordinate maps can be
taken to be in 𝑘.
With these definitions, we can define the Computational supersingular isogeny problem
with torsion point information (SSI-T) problem: Let 𝑁 , 𝑁 ′ be coprime integers, and let 𝜓 : 𝐸𝐴 →
𝐸𝐵 be an isogeny of degree 𝑁 . Given 𝑁 , 𝑁 ′, 𝐸𝐴 , 𝐸𝐵 , and 𝜓 (𝑃),𝜓 (𝑄), where {𝑃, 𝑄 } is a generating
set for 𝐸𝐴 [𝑁 ′ ], find 𝜓 .
A recent series of works due to Castryck and Decru [39], Maino and Martindale [109], and
Robert [136] demonstrates that the SSI-T problem can, in fact, be solved in polynomial time; this
renders all exotic signatures built on SSI-T and related problems insecure. In particular, the two blind
signatures we discuss in Section 4.4 are not secure, though we briefly discuss them for historical
reasons.
Isogeny-based protocols based on the Group Action Inversion problem are immune to the
Castryck-Decru, Maino-Martindale, and Robert attacks; we discuss that problem here. Given an
elliptic curve 𝐸𝐴 , its endomorphism ring End(𝐸𝐴 ) is the set of all isogenies 𝜓 : 𝐸𝐴 → 𝐸𝐴 , along with
the constant map 𝜓 0 which sends each point of 𝐸𝐴 to ∞; the ring operations are pointwise addition
and function composition. When 𝐸𝐴 is defined over 𝐺𝐹 (𝑝), we define the subring End𝑝 (𝐸𝐴 ) to be
the ring of all 𝐺𝐹 (𝑝)-rational endomorphisms of 𝐸𝐴 , again along with 𝜓 0 . When 𝐸𝐴 is supersingular
and defined over 𝐺𝐹 (𝑝), it is known that End𝑝 (𝐸𝐴 ) is isomorphic to an order O in an imaginary
quadratic field; moreover, the ideal class group cl(O) of this order acts freely and transitively by
complex multiplication on the set Eℓℓ (O) of elliptic curves 𝐸 ′ which have End𝑝 (𝐸 ′ )  O—for details
on the definition of this action, see [40, Section 3].
The other major problem in isogeny-based cryptography—often called group action inversion
(GAIP)—is to invert complex multiplication: that is, given 𝐸𝐴 , 𝐸𝐵 which satisfy End𝑝 (𝐸𝐴 )  O 
End𝑝 (𝐸𝐵 ), to find an ideal class [𝔞] ∈ cl(O) such that 𝐸𝐵 = [𝔞] ∗ 𝐸𝐴 . Some protocols consider a
multi-target (MT) variant of the problem: given 𝐸𝐴1 , 𝐸𝐴2 , . . . , 𝐸𝐴𝑛 whose endomorphism rings
are pairwise isomoprhic, find [𝔞], 𝑘 1, 𝑘 2 such that 𝐸𝐴𝑘2 = [𝔞] ∗ 𝐸𝐴𝑘1 . At present, these problems
underlie all secure isogeny-based exotic signature protocols.
2.4

Code-based assumptions

Code-based cryptographic schemes deploy an error-correction code (ECC) in their algorithm. The
security analysis of code-based cryptosystems assumes that the attacker has no access to the
algebraic structure of the underlying ECC. Therefore, correcting errors is only possible if one
knows a parity check (generator) matrix. Let C denote a linear code of length 𝑛 and dimension 𝑘.
Let 𝑟 = 𝑛 − 𝑘 be the codimension of C and 𝐻 a parity matrix of this code. A syndrome mapping
relatively to the parity matrix 𝐻 is defined as
𝑆𝐻 : {0, 1}𝑛 → {0, 1}𝑟 , 𝒚 ↦→ 𝒚𝐻 𝑡𝑟 .
Next, let 𝒔 ∈ {0, 1}𝑟 denote a syndrome which defines a set of words of {0, 1}𝑛 as follows:
𝑆𝐻−1 (𝒔) = {𝒚 ∈ {0, 1}𝑛 |𝒚𝐻 𝑡𝑟 = 𝒔}.
Security of code-based cryptosystems relies on decoding problems which either address the Hamming distance of a codeword 𝒙 ∈ C to a word 𝒚, or look for the minimal Hamming weight of an
error 𝒆 lying either in the coset 𝒚 + C or in 𝑆𝐻−1 (𝒔). These problems are not in NP, because it is
difficult to check whether 𝒆 is really of minimal weight in the coset. Therefore, we focus on slightly
different decoding problems which were defined in [17]:
Computational Syndrome Decoding. Given a 𝑟 × 𝑛 matrix 𝐻 , a word 𝒔 ∈ {0, 1}𝑟 and a positive
integer 𝑤 > 0, find a word 𝒆 ∈ 𝑆𝐻−1 (𝒔) of Hamming weight at most 𝑤.
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It is worth to mention that the corresponding decision problem is NP-complete.
Codeword Finding. Given a binary 𝑟 × 𝑛 matrix 𝐻 and a positive integer 𝑤 > 0, find a non-zero
word of Hamming weight at most 𝑤 in 𝑆𝐻−1 (0).
Complete Decoding. Given a binary 𝑟 × 𝑛 matrix 𝐻 and a word 𝒔 ∈ {0, 1}𝑟 , find a word of
Hamming weight at most 𝑑 0 (𝑛, 𝑟 ) in 𝑆𝐻−1 (𝒔).
2.5

MQ-assumptions

The first Multivariate Public-Key Cryptography (MPKC) as we know it today was introduced
in 1988 by Matsumoto and Tsutomu [112]. MPKC is based on the existence of trapdoor oneway functions which is defined in the form of a multivariate quadratic polynomial map over
a finite field. The public key of such a cryptosystem
is given as a set of quadratic polynomials

P = 𝑝 1 (𝑤 1, . . . , 𝑤𝑛 ), . . . , 𝑝𝑚 (𝑤 1, . . . , 𝑤𝑛 ) . Each of the 𝑝𝑖 ’s is defined as the following quadratic
polynomial:
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
𝑝𝑖 (𝑤 1, . . . , 𝑤𝑛 ) :=
𝑃𝑘𝑖 𝑤𝑘 +
𝑄𝑘𝑖 𝑤𝑘2 +
𝑅𝑘ℓ𝑖 𝑤𝑘 𝑤 ℓ
𝑘

𝑘

𝑘>ℓ

where all coefficients and variables are in F𝑞 .
The hardness problem introduced in [112] that all multivariate public-key cryptographic schemes
rely on is called the MQ (multivariate quadratic) problem which is defined as follows:
MQ Problem: Given multivariate quadratic polynomials 𝑝𝑖 (𝒙), 𝒙 = (𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 ), where all coefficients and variables are in the finite field F𝑞 , the MQ problem is to solve the system 𝑝 1 (𝒙) = · · · =
𝑝𝑚 (𝒙) = 0.
Rainbow signature scheme [58] is one of the oldest and well-studied multivariate signature
schemes that made it to the third round of NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography standardization
process. A recent work by Beullens [18] showed how to practically break Rainbow. As a result,
the multivariate blind signatures and ring signatures we discuss in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 are not
secure anymore, because they fall short to guarantee the required post-quantum security due to
the underlying insecure Rainbow signature scheme. However, we give a brief description of these
scheme for historical reasons.
3

OVERVIEW: EXOTIC SIGNATURES FOR BLOCKCHAIN

This section presents a brief overview on the need of signature schemes with special features
in blockchain, which establishes the necessary background to understand the roles of advanced
cryptographic signatures in blockchain and introduces also the roadmap (see Figure 1).
3.1

Account Management: Multi- & Aggregate Signature

A multisignature is a digital signature scheme which allows a group of users to jointly sign a
message. The identities of all signers of a multisignature are transparent and verifiable. It is usually
desired to have a single signature representing the collection of distinct signatures on the same
message, as this reduces both the size of the jointly signed message and the time to verify its validity.
Such multisignature schemes, where distinct signatures on the same message can be aggregated, are
called aggregate signature. Given a multisignature, the identities of group members who produced
it are known to the verifier.
This concept is particularly useful for ownership management in the blockchain, such as maintaining a joint account where the authorisation from multiple users is required to validate a
transaction, increasing wallet security where compromising a single signing key does not lead to
the compromise of the wallet [5].
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Fig. 1. Roadmap of studied exotic signature schemes.

3.2

Consensus Efficiency: Threshold Signature

(𝑡, 𝑛)-Threshold signatures enable a pre-defined minimum number 𝑡 of signers to generate a valid
signature on behalf of a group of size 𝑛. The identity of all involved signers is hidden. This primitive
enables better efficiency for the Byzantine Fault-Tolerant (BFT)-style consensus.
In particular, miners in blockchain systems reach an agreement on the validity and ordering of
transactions through a consensus mechanism [121]. In addition to the permissionless blockchain
consensus algorithms (such as proof-of-work and proof-of-stake), BFT-style consensus algorithms
are also a popular choice [36, 48, 157] as they provide instant finality and better throughput [150].
However, BFT protocols require participants (aka. replicas) to collect and verify a pre-defined
minimum number of signed votes from distinct replicas [111]. In most of the BFT protocols, at least
one replica needs to forward the collected distinct signatures to others, where this can be made
more efficient by leveraging a threshold signature.
3.3

Empowering Scriptless Blockchain: Adaptor Signature

Adaptor signature schemes allow a party to pre-sign a message, in a way that anyone can turn it
into a valid signature if a secret witness of the pre-signed message is known. This has been used to
empower scriptless blockchains with offchain payments and atomic swaps.
Layer 2 solutions support offchain payments, where a payer and a payee can process payment
without the need to record their transactions online [79]. With offchain payment solutions, such as
9

payment channel or state channel, the channel state is updated through new offchain transactions
and a mechanism for state revocation is required to avoid state duplication. While state revocation
can be achieved through blockchain scripts, it is challenging for scriptless blockchains. The use of
adaptor signatures [63] has been explored to enable state revocation with scriptless blockchains [7,
117].
Atomic swap protocols [81] enable parties to exchange assets across different blockchains. Atomic
swap protocols require assets to be locked before the exchange is successful. However, similar to
the payment channel network, such locking normally requires the support of a script language.
The use of an adaptor signature enables atomic swap protocols to be executed over scriptless
blockchains [132].
3.4

Privacy: Blind Signature and Ring Signature

As blockchains provide a transparent archive of all transactions, privacy is also a main concern. Blind
signatures [42] are proposed for protecting the transaction privacy in the digital cash application
before the birth of the blockchain, and also in the blockchain-based cryptocurrencies [153]. With a
blind signature scheme, the message is blinded before it is signed. The resulting blind signature
can be verified by anyone who has the knowledge of the original unblinded message.
A Linkable Ring Signature (LRS) [100] is a more popular primitive for protecting user privacy in
cryptocurrencies [122, 149]. An LRS enables a signer to hide herself among a group of entities, with
an additional constraint that if the signer creates two distinct signatures by using the same key, then
the identity of the signer will be revealed. This primitive is leveraged in cryptocurrencies to protect
transaction untraceability, which guarantees that it is impossible to trace any coin back to another
transaction. Monero, which improves upon the CryptoNote-style blockchains [149], is a notable
example built upon the LRS primitive. It deploys the Ring Confidential Transactions (RingCT)
protocol, where the LRS is used for protecting untraceability and an additional commitment scheme
with range proof is used for hiding the transaction amount [122]. However, prior research shows
that even when assuming a secure RingCT protocol, the transaction untraceability still cannot be
achieved when considering side channel information and user behaviours [37, 43, 93, 119, 156, 158].
4

POST-QUANTUM SCHEMES FOR BLOCKCHAIN

This section provides an analysis of the recent and advanced post-quantum cryptographic primitives,
with a focus on zero-knowledge proofs and special flavours of digital signatures, we call exotic
signatures. Figure 1 provides a roadmap of the primitives we present in this paper and their
connection. Our main focus is on the exotic signature schemes such as adaptor, blind, multi/aggregate, threshold and ring signatures. We analyse the post-quantum constructions of the above
mentioned signatures and emphasize the challenges and drawbacks in the existing lattice-, isogeny-,
hash-, code-based and multivariate schemes. It is worth mentioning that several signature schemes
can be constructed from zero-knowledge protocols. Therefore, there is a direct connection between
the zero-knowledge proofs and exotic signatures as we can see in Figure 1. Lastly, we present the
post-quantum constructions of ring confidential transactions (RingCT) which can be constructed
from ring signatures. This fact establishes a connection between the exotic signatures and RingCT
showed in Figure 1. The analysis of these exotic primitives makes our work distinct from the
previous results [68] as their focus is mainly placed on encryption schemes and conventional
signature schemes.
Important Zero-Knowledge Paradigms Underlying Efficient Exotic Signatures
Zero-Knowledge Proofs (ZKPs), initially introduced by Goldwasser et al. [78], describe a paradoxical
nature of NP proof systems where a prover convinces a verifier about some statement without
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revealing anything else apart from the claim that the statement is correct. Being such a powerful
tool, it is no surprise that ZKPs can be used to construct various signature schemes. Therefore, we
next discuss the general ZKP paradigms used as a building block for post-quantum signature-like
schemes we discuss in this work.
Lattice-based approach. There is a very rich literature in designing lattice-based ZKPs. Those
relevant for practical applications (such as blockchain protocols) mainly follow the “Fiat-Shamir
with Aborts” (FSwA) paradigm [102, 103]. This approach is an adaptation of the Schnorr proof
system [140] to the lattice setting with an additional rejection sampling technique. In particular, the
overall proof often follows (or at least includes) the 3-move commit-challenge-response structure,
where (i) in the commit phase, the prover commits to some masking value(s) and transfers the
commitment(s) to the verifier, (ii) in the challenge phase, the verifier sends a random challenge
(sampled from a certain distribution) to the prover, and (iii) in the response phase, the prover reveals
the masked openings that are used to validate the proof. Many signature-like lattice-based schemes
follow (in part) the above paradigm, but adjust it to the specific requirements of the concrete
construction.
Hash-based approach. Symmetric-based ZKPs use a one-way function 𝐹 : {0, 1}𝑛 → {0, 1}𝑛 like
block ciphers or hash functions, which can be represented as a binary or arythemtic circuit. They
prove the knowledge of a secret input 𝑥 with the help of the public output 𝑦 (𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝑦). There exist
different approach to prove the knowledge of the input 𝑥. One approach introduced by Ishai et
al. [85] is called MPC-in-the-head which consists of simulating a multi-party computation of the
function 𝐹 between a number of parties to prove the knowledge of 𝑥. The work of ZKBoo [76]
and ZKB++ [41]. Both schemes compute 𝐹 with an MPC protocol between three parties and then
reveal the views of only two of them in the proof. Katz et al. introduced the ZKP system KKW [92],
which improves ZKB++ when it comes to proof size. KWW increases the number of parties for the
MPC-in-the-head parts, which results in a decrease of the proof size. The proof contains the view of
all parties except one. ZBK++ and KKW are at the heart of the security of the digital signature Picnic
[41] submitted to the NIST standardisation process. An optimised version of KKW is presented in
[91]. The proof size depends directly on the number of multiplications (“AND” gates) in the circuit
𝐹 , therefore, ZKB++ and KKW use the non-standard block cipher LowMC [2], which has a low
multiplicative complexity. The works [54],[12] use (MPC-in-the-head), but employ the standard
AES as a one-way function 𝐹 . Low-degree testing [14] is an alternative to MPC-in-the-head to
construct symmetric-based ZKPs and is implement in ZKPs such as Ligero++ [22], ZK-STARK [13]
and Aurora [14]. The results presented in [22] and [14] show that this later technique could be
more promising than MPC-in-the-head.
Isogeny-based approach. Isogeny-based ZKPs can be broadly divided into two classes: those
which prove knowledge of a solution to an SSI-T instance, and those which prove knowledge of
a solution to a GAIP or MT-GAIP instance. These protocols are described in detail in [88] (in the
SIDH-like setting) and [20] (in the CSIDH-like setting). The underlying hard problem of finding
such an isogeny is called the supersingular isogeny problem (SSI).
The primary application of these isogeny-based ZKPs—especially in the blockchain-relevant
context—is to construct isogeny-based digital signatures by applying the Fiat-Shamir transform [69]
or the Unruh transform [146], such as Yoo et al.’s scheme [155], SeaSign [52] and CSI-FiSh [20].
Extensions of these simple ZKP protocols are used to develop the special flavors presented in Sec. 4.
Code-based approach. The first code-based ZKP construction was proposed by Stern [144], which
was based on the syndrome decoding (SD) problem. It was showed how to use this ZKP as a basis for
the zero-knowledge identification scheme. In a subsequent work [87], the authors proposed a ZKP
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based on the Exact Learning Parity with Noise (xLPN) problem, which is a special case of the LPN
problem. We note that their ZKP construction represents a special case of a Sigma protocol where
Í
the soundness error is larger than 1/2. The total complexity of the protocol in [87] is Θ( 𝐶𝑖 ℓ log ℓ),
where 𝐶𝑖 are the layers of the used circuit 𝐶 and ℓ is the length of the underlying LPN problem. A
special case of code-based ZKPs was introduced in [35], which provides a zero-knowledge protocol
for the correct evaluation of a code-based pseudorandom function (PRF). Such proof system allows
the prover to convince the verifier that a given output 𝑦 is correctly computed by a code-based
PRF using a secret key 𝑘 and an input 𝑥. The communication complexity of this ZKP depends on
the input dimension 𝑡 of code-based PRF. For 𝑡 = 128 and 𝑡 = 256 the communication complexity
ranges between approximately 700 MB and 1500 MB, respectively, which justifies the use of this
ZKP only in prove-on-demand application scenarios.
Multivariate approach. The first zero-knowledge protocol based on multivariate quadratic polynomials was proposed in [139]. The construction follows the cut-and-choose approach, where the
secret the prover wants to prove is split into shares and after verifier’s choice the prover proves the
correctness of some of the shares. Mathematical properties such as modular exponentiation 𝑔 ↦→ 𝑔𝑥
mod 𝑝 and a linear function 𝑥 ↦→ 𝑀𝑥 are used in this approach. For instance, when sharing a secret
𝑠 = 𝑠 1 + 𝑠 2 the map of this secret can be written as 𝑔𝑠 = 𝑔𝑠1 𝑔𝑠2 and 𝑀𝑠 = 𝑀𝑠 1 + 𝑀𝑠 2 . However these
properties are
Í not given inÍthe multivariate quadratic (MQ) function (𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 ) ↦→ (𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦𝑛 )
where 𝑦𝑘 = 𝑖,𝑗 𝑎𝑘,𝑖,𝑗 𝑥𝑖 𝑥 𝑗 + 𝑖 𝑏𝑘,𝑖 𝑥𝑖 . This can be fixed by using the bilinearity property of the polar
form of the MQ function. The security of the construction relies on the conjectured intractability
of the MQ problem assuming the existence of a non-interactive commitment scheme which is
statistically-hiding and computationally-binding.
4.1

Account Management: Multi- & Aggregate Signature

The construct of multi-signature was first articulated by Itakura and Nakamura [86] where a
coalition of signers generate a signature 𝜎 together over a message 𝑚. Given the set of public
keys of all signers and the message 𝑚, 𝜎 can be verified publicly. A straightforward approach is
to generate a signature over 𝑚 per each individual signer and then concatenate all of them. This
trivial approach is not practical as the size of the multi-signature grows linearly with the number
of signers. Thus, ideally the size of the signature in a multi-signature protocol should be similar to
a single-signer scheme. In Bitcoin, some transactions’ outputs require multiple signatures to be
spent. This transactions are often called as 𝑚-of-𝑛 multisignature transactions where the trivial
approach of building a multi-signature scheme as mentioned above is used. Currently Bitcoin
implementation uses ECDSA signatures [152] to authenticate transactions. However, ECDSA is
complex to be used in multiparty fashion [74, 99], hence multisignature schemes supporting key
aggregation [113] as well as efficient threshold signature protocols for ECDSA [74, 99] have been
proposed to address this issue. In general, a multisignature scheme with key aggregation differs
from the original digital signature scheme by an interactive signing protocol and an additional
algorithm KAgg which aggregates the public key of the signers into a single public key. At the end
of the Sign protocol the output is a single signature 𝜎 on a message 𝑚. Similar functionality as in
multisignatures can be achieved by an aggregate signature scheme which was introduced in [28].
However, the main difference to the multisignature is given by a non-interactive signing algorithm
which is run by each of the 𝑛 signers 𝑆𝑖 individually on a different message 𝑚𝑖 and all individual
signatures 𝜎𝑖 are publicly aggregated into 𝜎.
Lattice-based approach. El Bansarkhani and Sturm [62] construct a lattice-based multisignature
derived from the GLP signature [80], a variant of the Lyubashevsky-Schnorr Fiat-Shamir with
rejection sampling signature [103] based on the P-LWE (aka. Ring-LWE) and Ring-SIS lattice
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problems (we note though, that recent work pointed out that this protocol’s security proof has a
gap, which implies its provable security relies on a non-standard variant of the Ring-LWE problem).
The scheme has a 3-round multi-signing protocol, in which the commitments and responses of
each signer in the protocol are compressed by summation, exploiting the homomorphic property
of P-LWE and P-SIS problem for verification. Each of 𝑁 cosigners may reject their responses
in the rejection sampling step, which leads to re-starting the full protocol for all signers - this
requires the rejection probability of each signer to be 𝑁 times smaller than in the one-signer GLP
signature, for the same overall signing acceptance probability. The signature length is 𝑂 (log 𝑁 )
asymptotically for large 𝑁 , while for smaller 𝑁 there is a linear component in 𝑁 that grows by 2𝜆
bits per signer for security parameter 𝜆-bit. Concrete signature lengths in [62] are 4.7 KB for 𝑁 = 5
and 4.9 KB for 𝑁 = 10 at 120-bit security level (compared to 1.1 KB for the 𝑁 = 1 GLP signature
at 100-bit security level [80]). However, there is no compression mechanism for the co-signer
public keys. Recent work [51] pointed out a gap in the security proof of the multisignature in [62],
which implies its provable security relies on a non-standard variant of the Ring-LWE problem.
The paper [51] also gives two modified multisignature schemes that fix this problem and have a
security proof from standard MLWE/MSIS assumptions at the cost of lower efficiency and longer
signature length: a three-round signing protocol that adds an additional randomised homomorphic
commitment computation in signing and verification, and a two-round signing protocol which
also embeds a trapdoor in the homomorphic commitment scheme. The paper [71] gives a variant
of the scheme [62] with a security proof in the quantum random oracle model and additional
parameter constraints, but similarly to [62], its security proof also relies on an (explicitly stated)
non-standard ‘rejected MLWE’ assumption. Finally, paper [108] gives a variant of [62] with a lower
signing rejection probability and shorter signatures but, as pointed out in [51] its security proof
also appears to require (an even stronger) non-standard ‘rejected MLWE’ assumption.
Doroz et al. [59] construct aggregate signature schemes MMSAT and MMSATK derived from the
one-signer PASS signature [84]. Security is based on a more structured variant of the PLWE/RingLWE
and Ring-SIS problems introduced in [84] called Partial Fourier Recovery Problem (aka. VandermondeLWE and Vandermonde-SIS). In this problem the random matrix underlying the LWE/SIS problems
is replaced by a partial Vandermonde (aka. partial NTT) transform matrix over the underlying
polynomial ring. The schemes assume a non-interactive signing protocol where each of 𝑁 cosigners
signs independently using the PASS scheme. In MMSAT, 𝑁 signatures are aggregated using a
short linear combination of responses from the original PASS Fiat-Shamir signatures, with short
linear combination coefficients determined by a hashing process. The aggregate signature length
is further reduced using a linear map 𝑇 to compress the commitments, resulting in an overall
𝑂 (log 𝑁 ) + 2𝜆𝑁 . The MMSATK scheme additionally allows aggregation of the 𝑁 signer public keys
by compressing each key using a linear map; the resulting aggregated key length is still linear in 𝑁
but with a much smaller proportionality constant, reported as ≈ 157 bytes per signer at a 128-bit
security level (compared to 4.3 KB per signer for PASS). Concrete aggregated signature size of 36
bytes at 128-bit security level is reported in [59]. However, it was recently pointed out [31] that
the compressing linear map 𝑇 used in MMSAT and MMSATK implies that the security of these
aggregate signatures relies on the hardness of a problem we call T-Vandermonde-SIS, a variant of
Vandermonde-SIS but with significantly reduced security against lattice attacks with the parameter
choices in [59]. Consequently, only the ‘response’ part of the signature can be securely aggregated,
not the ‘commitment’ part. Due to a similar issue, the aggregatable signature from M-LWE and
M-SIS problems constructed in [31] also does not produce substantially shorter signatures than
concatenated regular signatures.
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Multivariate approach. The first sequential aggregate signature (SAS) scheme based on multivariate quadratic polynomials was proposed in [10]. The construction deploys multiple signers,
where each of them signs a different message and all signatures are sequentially aggregated into a
single signature which benefits from a shorter size than a simple concatenation of the individual
signatures. The construction of an SAS scheme is instantiated from a HFEv- signature scheme
introduced in [124], where the resulted SAS length only slightly extends the signature length of
the standard HFEv- [125]. This construction enables high compression rates and therefore achieves
very short sizes of the signature. For instance, in presence of 20 signer and a 80-bit security level,
the signature size is about 254 bits. It is remarkable that the compression length for a 120-bits
security level is even higher than in the 80-bit scenario. However, the main disadvantage in the
case of 120-bits security level is the considerably larger size of the public keys. The security of
SAS is based on the hardness of the MQ problem which for a given set of multivariate quadratic
polynomials requires to find a vector 𝑥® such that all polynomials evaluate to zero in this vector
𝑥.
® In terms of the signature size, multivariate SAS construction in [10] proves to be more suitable
than other SAS constructions from lattice-based cryptography.
Discussion. Currently there are no known hash-based, isogeny-based nor code-based construction
of multisignatures or aggregate signatures.
Among the lattice-based multisignature constructions, the scheme of [62] gives short signatures
but relies on non-standard variants of lattice problems. For more security confidence, we would
recommend the scheme of [51] which relies on standard polynomial (ring) SIS and LWE lattice
problems; the multisignature length scales logarithmically with the number of signers similar
to [62], although its concrete signature lengths are not evaluated. Both those lattice multisignature
schemes do not support key aggregation. It is an open problem to construct lattice-based aggregate
signatures (i.e. supporting public aggregation) that are substantially shorter than concatenated
regular signatures and support key aggregation. The multivariate construction of [10] is based on a
known HFEv- variant of the MQ problem and gives the shortest aggregate signatures only slightly
longer than standard HFEv- signatures, but requires sequential aggregation, does not support key
aggregation, and has quite large public keys. See Table 1 for a summary.
The main application of multi- and aggregate signature in blockchains is user account management, where authorising payments requires multiple users to sign on the same message in their
individual apps (such as mobile wallet). Given the use case, the current best length (in the order
of bytes) and computation time (a few milliseconds or even less) are considered acceptable in the
deployment.
4.2

Consensus Efficiency: Threshold Signature

A 𝑘-out-of-𝑁 threshold signature scheme—first introduced by Desmedt and Frankel [57]—is a
variant of a digital signature scheme in which signing authority is split among 𝑁 users in such a
way that any 𝑘 of them can construct signatures, while any group of 𝑘 − 1 of fewer users cannot.
The idea is built upon earlier works of Blakley [24] and Shamir [141], which introduced (threshold)
secret sharing schemes: schemes in which a secret can be split among 𝑁 users in such a way that any
𝑘 of them can recover that secret while any 𝑘 − 1 or fewer of them have no information whatsoever
about the secret (in the sense that those shares could correspond to any possible value of the
secret). The correctness and security definitions for threshold signatures are mostly the same as for
ordinary digital signature schemes; the main difference is that in the definition of unforgeability,
we require that no 𝑘 − 1 or fewer colluding malicious users can produce a signature on a message
they have not seen signed before—see [75] for the complete details.
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Lattice-based approach. Cozzo and Smart [46] investigated threshold variants of the NIST PQC
signature schemes, constructed using a combination of secure multiparty computation (MPC)
techniques with linear secret sharing to allow the signers to jointly compute a sharing of the
signature. However, for the Falcon, Dilithium and qTesla lattice-based signature schemes, this
results in signing protocols involving multiple rounds of communication with relatively slow
signing run-times. An earlier theoretical approach in [16] gives threshold signing protocols for
GPV-type trapdoor lattice-based signatures, but relies on inefficient generic MPC techniques
for offline and key generation Gaussian sampling. Another theoretical approach by Boneh et
al. [27] introduced threshold signatures built from threshold Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)
techniques. In this approach, the public key contains an FHE encryption of the signing key, and the
FHE decryption key shared among the signers; the signing protocol involves each signer performing
a homomorphic evaluation of the signing circuit followed by a partial decryption with its share of
the FHE decryption key. When instantiated with lattice-based signatures and FHE schemes, a major
efficiency bottleneck in [27] arises from the need to ‘smudge’ the partial decryptions with noise
magnitude exponentially large in the security parameter 𝜆, which leads to long partial signatures
e(𝜆 3 ).
of length 𝑂
Isogeny-based approach. De Feo and Meyer [53] constructed the first isogeny-based threshold
signature in 2019. Like many other isogeny-based signature schemes, this scheme is based on CSIFiSh [20]. The key ideas of the scheme are that the structure of a hard homogeneous space [45] with
cyclic group action allows to: (a) Construct a straightforward distributed group action computation
protocol; (b) Apply the ZKP construction as in [20, Section 5], and; (c) Use Harn’s “secret sharing in
the exponents” construction [82] to split the proof of knowledge authority in a 𝑘-out-of-𝑁 fashion.
Applying the Fiat-Shamir transform to the resulting 𝑘-out-of-𝑁 threshold proof of knowledge
protocol yields the desired threshold signature. Despite being based on robust and versatile classical
primitives, the lack of ring structure in the exponent stands in the way of realizing certain desirable
properties, such as the ability to detect malicious participants (as in [75], for instance), the ability to
do away with the trusted dealer, as in [126], or the ability to use a central “combiner” to construct a
signature, rather than requiring parties to operate sequentially online. As well, the scheme is limited
by the ability of parameter generation since at present, the best-known algorithm to generate
parameter sets for CSI-FiSh-like protocols takes exponential classical time. However, parameter
generation can be done efficiently on a quantum computer, making such schemes potentially useful
in the “post-post-quantum” setting. Finally, to prove the security of their scheme, the authors use
a theorem of Gennaro et al. [75], which requires that their underlying threshold secret sharing
scheme based on the hardness of power decisional Diffie-Hellman group action problem (Power DDH)
be simulatable.
In 2020 Cozzo and Smart proposed Sashimi [47], an isogeny-based threshold signature scheme
which achieves security against active adversaries. Like the protocol of De Feo and Meyer this
scheme also requires the structure of cl(O) to be known, and so can only presently be instantiated
for the CSIDH-512 parameter set. The protocol essentially follows the first two steps of the protocol
of De Feo and Meyer, with added ZKPs of the kind described in Section 4 to ensure that participants
are constructing the intermediate curves honestly; it is these ZKPs that give the scheme active
security. Both schemes require 𝑂 (𝑘) rounds of communication for thresholds of size 𝑘.
Multivariate approach. The most practical among the interactive threshold protocols designed
by Cozzo and Smart [46] using general secure multiparty computation (MPC) techniques is a
threshold signing protocol for the LUOV multivariate-based signature scheme [21] from the NIST
PQC process. The interactive LUOV signing protocol of [46] for 3 parties runs in 6 communication
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rounds and is estimated in [46] to take about 1.3 seconds to generate a signature, assuming typical
LAN communication latency, for a 231 bits quantum security level parameter set.
Discussion. We note that there are no code-based constructions of standard threshold signatures.
A lattice-based threshold signature by Boneh et al. [27] is less efficient due to large smudging errors.
Recently, two isogeny-based threshold signature schemes were proposed; De Feo-Meyer and
Sashimi. They have similar design of making CSI-FiSh into a threshold scheme. In both, the signature
is produced more towards a ring signature fashion, with each signer required to accept and receive
a message. The main simplification in Sashimi is that a Replicated Secret Sharing Scheme is used.
That is, the resulting sharing (for a given qualified set) is treated as a full threshold sharing. The MQbased LUOV threshold signing protocol [46] has potential practicality issues due to the interactive
6-round signing process. For our recommendation, see Table 1.
Threshold signatures are widely considered as a good way to reduce the network overhead (w.r.t.
the number of bits to transfer). For example, a leader in a consensus scheme (such as Hotstuff [154]
and Damysus [55]) would need to collect and broadcast a quorum of votes/signatures, where
the numbers of bits to transfer of 𝑂 (𝑁 ) complexity. However, the deployment barrier for using
threshold signatures is mainly the time it takes to generate a signature (which includes steps to
generate and disseminate signature shares to reconstruct a full signature).
4.3

Empowering Scriptless Blockchain: Adaptor Signature

Adaptor signatures are a relatively new concept introduced initially as scriptless scripts by Poelstra
[133]. They extend a digital signature such that first a “pre-signature” based on some condition is
generated. Then, whoever is in possession of a witness for the condition can adapt the pre-signature
to create a full signature. Upon completion of the full signature, a secret value (in particular, a
witness to the condition) is revealed. The conditions are defined by a hard relation on a public
statement and a secret witness such as the knowledge of a discrete log secret or a preimage of a
hash function. The complete signature is simply an ordinary signature output that can be verified
as the original signature scheme. As a result, an ordinary signature is created at the end of the two
party interaction in the adaptor signature. In particular for the blockchain application, the miners
simply verify the ordinary signature without realizing it may be an adaptor signature output. At
the same time, the two parties involved in the adaptor signature generation can embed a condition
that is not limited by the blockchain’s scripting language.
There are mainly three advantages of adaptor signatures: (i) on-chain cost reduction, (ii) improved fungibility of transactions, and (iii) provision of extra capabilities beyond the blockchain’s
scripting language. More specifically, as adaptor signature interaction happens off-chain and thus
the condition is not published on-chain separately, there is no additional on-chain storage and
verification costs. This fungibility property is used, for example, to obscure payment channel
network transactions among regular transactions [110]. Finally, adaptor signatures bring about
enhanced functionalities to blockchains with a limited scripting language. These advantages have
been utilised in various applications such as atomic swaps [132], payment channel networks [7, 110],
and discrete log contracts [60].
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Table 1. Summary of state-of-the-art post-quantum exotic signature schemes.
Type

Scheme

PQ
Type

Security
Assumption4

Quantum
Security

Sign./Ver. (ms)
Time at 3GHz

Signature
Length (KB)

Asymptotic
Complexity

Multi- and
Aggregate
Signatures5

[62]
[51]
MMSAT [59]
MQSAS [10]

Lattice
Lattice
Lattice
MQ

R-SIS & R-LWE 6
M-SIS & M-LWE
T-Vand.-SIS ⊘ & -LWE
HFEv- MQ

120 bits
128 bits
128 bits
120 bits

0.84/0.15
N/E
N/E
4.18/N/E

0.49 (𝑁 = 10)
N/E
0.036 (𝑁 = 103 )
0.004 (𝑁 = 10)

Threshold
Signatures7

Falcon MPC [46]
De Feo-Meyer [53]
Sashimi [47]
LUOV MPC [46]

Lattice
Isogeny
Isogeny
MQ

NTRU & R-SIS
Power DDH
Power DDH
LUOV MQ

108 bits
60 bits
60 bits
231 bits

>5700/0.03
722/722
5.66 × 105 /280
1300 8 /22

0.67
0.560
1.77
3.1

𝑂 (log 𝑁 )
𝑂 (log 𝑁 )
𝑂 (𝑁 )
𝑂 (𝑁 )
𝑂 (1)
𝑂 (1)
𝑂 (𝑘 )
𝑂 (1)

LAS [63]

Lattice

M-SIS & M-LWE

128 bits

0.22/0.08 9

O-IAS [145]

Isogeny

GAIP

60 bits

86.7/93.3

1.58 10
19.0 (Pre-sig.)
0.956 (Sig.)

N/A11
N/A

[83]
UBSS [107]
DVBS [138]
CFS [25]
RankSign [25]
[131]

Lattice
Isogeny
Isogeny
Code
Code
MQ

R-SIS
DSSP ⊘ & 1MSSCDH ⊘
Decisional SSI-T ⊘
Decisional SD
Decisional SD
Rainbow ⊘

128 bits
N/E13
128 bits
82 bits
100 bits
128 bits

N/E12
N/E
N/E
N/E
N/E
19/5505

7730
N/E
≈ 1.75
3100
200
28.5

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

DualRing-LB [159]
MatRing [64, 66, 67]
SMILE [105]
Calamari [19]
[92]
[56]
[160]

Lattice
Lattice
Lattice
Isogeny
Hash
Hash
Code

M-SIS & M-LWE
M-SIS & M-LWE
M-SIS & M-LWE
Decisional CSIDH
MPC-in-the-head
MPC-in-the-head
SD

128 bits
128 bits
128 bits
60 bits
128 bits
128 bits
63.3 bits

3/1 15
10/3
N/E
≈ 106
2000/2000 17
N/E
N/E

O (𝑁 )
O (log1.7 𝑁 )
O (log 𝑁 )
O (log 𝑁 )
O (log 𝑁 )
O (log 𝑁 )
N/A

[50]19

Code

GD/GPBD

80 bits

N/E

[33]21
Ringrainbow [118]23
[130]24

Code
MQ
MQ

GSD
Rainbow ⊘
MQ-Problem

128 bits
128 bits
80 bits

N/E
N/E
N/E

5 16
11
16
7
178 18
2125
0.208 (𝑁 = 10)
0.587
(𝑁 = 10, ℓ = 9) 20
397 (𝑁 = 10) 22
0.83 (𝑁 = 10)
324 (𝑁 = 10)

Adaptor
Signatures

Blind
Signatures

Ring
Signatures14

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

marked with ⊘ indicate the assumptions that have recently been broken (asymptotically or practically). This renders the
corresponding schemes insecure, which is indicated by striking through the scheme’s name or citation.
5 The aggregate signature lengths are per signer at the indicated number 𝑁 of signers.
6 Due to a gap in the security proof of [62] pointed out in [51], provable security relies on a non-standard variant of MLWE.
7 Metrics are reported for thresholds of size 2 unless otherwise indicated. Asympt. complexity reported is a function of the threshold 𝑘.
8 This estimate is for a 6-round interactive secure computation 3-party signing protocol (𝑘 = 3) based on typical LAN latency.
9 We estimate the runtimes of LAS as 2× of those of Dilithium [61].
10 This is an estimate size under Bai-Galbraith [9] and Dilithium [61] compression techniques. Also note that Dilithium parameters are
more conservative and at a higher security level than those of LAS.
11 ‘N/A’ means ‘not applicable’.
12 ‘N/E’ means ‘not evaluated by the authors’ and we are unable to estimate.
13 The 1MSSCDH assumption is broken in [115]. However, a flaw in the securty proof of [107] means that the break does not necessarily
imply a polynomial-time attack on UBSS. Its security level is currently unknown.
14 Metrics are reported for rings of size 𝑁 = 32 unless otherwise stated.
15 We estimate the runtimes of DualRing-LB as one-thirds of those of MatRing. [159] claims DualRing-LB is 5× faster than MatRing.
16 It may be possible to reduce the signature length of DualRing-LB using Bai-Galbraith [9] and Dilithium [61] compression techniques.
17 This signing/verifying time has been given for a ring of size 𝑁 = 128.
18 This signature size have been approximated thanks to the formula given in [92].
19 The scheme in [50] is a threshold ring signature.
20 In [50] the signature size is given as 675𝑁 − 228ℓ.
21 The scheme in [33] is a linkable ring signature.
22 In [33] the signature size is provided as 317800N.
23 Since in the first construction [151] the authors did not provide any efficiency analysis, we provide here the parameters for the later
construction [118] which is a linkable ring signature scheme.
24 The scheme in [130] is a threshold ring signature.
4 Those
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As formalised in [7], an adaptor signature has four algorithms (AS.PreSign, AS.PreVerify, AS.Adapt,
AS.Ext), where the first one is used to create a pre-signature using the signer’s secret key, the
message and the public statement; and the second is its public verification algorithm. We then
have AS.Adapt function, which completes a pre-signature to a full signature using a secret witness.
Finally, AS.Ext algorithm takes a pair of (signature, pre-signature) on the same statement and
outputs a witness for the statement. As defined in [7], there are three main properties of an adaptor
signature: (i) unforgeability, (ii) pre-signature adaptability and (iii) witness extractability. The
unforgeability of an adaptor signature is very similar to that of an ordinary signature, but gives
the adversary access to a pre-signature on the target message. Even in this case, the adversary is
expected to fail in forging an adaptor signature output. In pre-signature adaptability, we expect any
user to be able to adapt a valid pre-signature 𝜎ˆ as long as the user knows a witness to the statement
ˆ Finally, witness extractability informally requires that a valid
used to generate the pre-signature 𝜎.
witness can be extracted from any given valid pre-signature/signature pair.
Lattice-based approach. The first post-quantum adaptor signature, named LAS, was proposed by
Esgin et al. in [63]. This builds on the Dilithium signature scheme [61], a third round signature
candidate in NIST’s Post-Quantum Cryptography standardisation process. Both Dilithium and LAS
rely on the two well known computational lattice problems, namely Module-SIS and Module-LWE.
The efficiency of LAS is similar to that of Dilithium.
In [63], the authors first extend the formal model for adaptor signature to handle the so-called
“knowledge gap” in lattice-based ZKPs. In particular, the proposal in [63] only satisfies weak presignature adaptability, which means that extracted witnesses are not guaranteed to be successful in
adapting other pre-signatures. This limitation leads to a more careful analysis of the application of
LAS in the blockchain application settings. Nevertheless, the authors of [63] show how to overcome
these challenges without incurring additional on-chain costs.
Isogeny-based approach. The only presently-known isogeny-based adaptor signature is IAS (and
its optimised variant O-IAS), proposed in 2020 by Tairi et al. [145]. The scheme, like many other
isogeny-based signature schemes, is adapted from CSI-FiSh, which itself is obtained from applying
the Fiat-Shamir transform [69] to an isogeny-based Schnorr-like identification protocol [140] as
discussed in Section 4. In contrast to prior Schnorr-based adaptor signatures [7], the lack of group
structure on Eℓℓ𝑝 (O) prevents a straightforward construction in this setting. The authors overcome
this obstruction by introducing additional ZKPs to the protocol which essentially allow participants
to verify that the signer is behaving correctly by extending the protocol in [20, Section 5] to prove
that certain tuples (𝐸 1, 𝐸 1′ , 𝐸 2, 𝐸 2′ ) satisfy ∃ [𝔞] ∈ cl(O) s.t. 𝐸𝑖′ = [𝔞] ∗ 𝐸𝑖 for 𝑖 = 1, 2.
Discussion. To the best of our knowledge, LAS and IAS are the only currently-proposed postquantum adaptor signatures, and their differences are emblematic of the differences between
lattice-based and isogeny-based protocols in general. At similar security levels one expects LAS
to have much faster signing and verification times, but larger signatures and pre-signatures—
for concrete values for specific parameter sets, see Table 1. With the application of well-known
compression techniques in the lattice setting to LAS, the gap in signature size gets smaller, though
they remain larger than in IAS. The security of LAS is based on the very well-known and extensivelystudied M-SIS and M-LWE problems, and so we are relatively confident in its claimed security level.
For IAS, security is based on GAIP for the specific case of cl(O) acting on Eℓℓ𝑝 (O); the difficulty
of this problem for specific CSIDH primes 𝑝 is still being studied, though it is generally agreed
that CSIDH-512 does not offer the 128 bits of quantum security required for NIST level 1; the
current state-of-the-art estimates indicate that this parameter set offers only 60 bits of quantum
security [128]. This problem is exacerbated by the difficulty of computing the group structure of
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cl(O), which is required for CSI-FiSh [20] and, consequently, for [145]. In light of these facts, we
recommend LAS over IAS, unless signature size is of utmost importance and the relatively low
60-bit security level provided by CSIDH-512 is adequate for the application.
One of the main applications of adaptor signatures is enabling layer 2 protocols, such as payment
channel, on scriptless blcockhains. Given that payment channel parties (the payer and the payee)
only need to interact with each other off-chain, given their frequency of payments, the current
computing time is acceptable. However, the size of signatures that are recorded on the chain should
be as small as possible to reduce the size of transactions and blockchains. Given the fact that LAS
produces signatures as small as a similar ordinary lattice signature such as Dilithium [61], we find
LAS to be an acceptable solution for post-quantum blockchain.
4.4

Privacy: Blind Signature and Ring Signature

4.4.1 Blind signatures. Blind signatures—introduced by Chaum in 1983 for use in untraceable
payment systems [42]—are a variant of digital signatures in which a message 𝑚 chosen by the
signature requester can be signed by the signer who knows the secret key, without revealing the
message to the signer. There are a number of formalisms that encode the intuition of a blind
signature scheme; we describe the formalism which appears in, for instance, [3, Definition 1]. In
this setting, KeyGen and Verify are as in a digital signature, while Sign is now an interactive protocol
between a requester (who knows 𝑚) and the signer (who knows sk). At the end of the Sign protocol,
the requester should have a signature 𝜎 on 𝑚, while the signer should come away not knowing
anything about 𝑚. Just as in an ordinary digital signature we have a notion of correctness and
unforgeability, which are essentially unchanged. For a blind signature scheme, we also require the
blindness property, which should encode the signer’s lack of knowledge of 𝑚; notably, we want this
lack of knowledge to extend to cases when the signer is allowed to choose the secret key/public
key pair, even when she knows that the message comes from a small collection of messages that
she herself has chosen before the interaction.
In [3], blindness is formalised based on an indistinguishability game. An adversary A (acting as
a signer) chooses a secret key/public key pair (sk, pk) and two messages 𝑚 0, 𝑚 1 , and then interacts
with two requesters: one who requests a signature on 𝑚 0 , and one who requests a signature on 𝑚 1 .
These interactions occur in a random order; once the interactions are done, A must guess in which
order they interacted with the requesters. There are a few closely-related “levels” of blindness,
depending on the running time and success probability A can be allowed to have; formally, we say
that the scheme has:
• Computational blindness if a PPT adversary cannot win the blindness game with probability
non-negligibly greater than 12 ;
• Statistical blindness if an A whose running time is unbounded cannot win the blindness
game with probability non-negligibly greater than 21 , and;
• Perfect blindness if an A whose running time is unbounded cannot win the blindness game
with probability different from 12 .
Blind signatures are used to provide unlinkability and anonymity of transactions in blockchain.
For instance, BlindCoin [148] uses blind signatures to hide the mapping between a user’s input and
output addresses from the mix.
Lattice-based approach. The first lattice-based blind signature was constructed by Rückert [137].
The construction was based on the famous SIS-based Lyubashevsky’s identification scheme [102].
At one hand, the Gaussian rejection sampling [103] plays a central role in BLAZE [3] as it is used
instead of uniform distribution to achieve smaller sizes. On the other hand, BLAZE is not one-more
unforgeable and this deficiency is been addressed in BLAZE+ [4], which reduces the correctness
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error (inherent in lattice constructions) by a novel approach that allows performing multiple in
parallel rejection samplings. This hugely reduces the communication complexity.
Other lattice-based blind signatures with other features also appeared in the literature including
[30, 96, 123]. All the above schemes rely on an analysis by Rückert [137] to argue that a collision
can be found with non-negligible probability when rewinding. However, such an analysis found to
be faulty in [83] implying all of the aforementioned schemes have a subtle flaw in their security
proofs. The authors of [83] then proposed a new three-round lattice-based blind signature scheme,
whose security can be proved, in the random oracle model, from the standard SIS assumption. Their
scheme is only blind in the weaker honest signer model [90] as compared to the malicious signer
model [70].
There has been another line of research on constructing lattice-based blind signatures based
on preimage sampleable trapdoor functions [73, 98, 161]. All these schemes are also shown to be
insecure by [4] as well.
Isogeny-based approach. In contrast with all other isogeny-based protocols in this work, isogenybased blind signatures use the full supersingular isogeny graph, rather than the complex multiplication graph. There are two constructions: the first - UBSS - given in [107], builds upon the undeniable
signature scheme of [89], and unfortunately inherits a flaw in its security proof from [89], given
in [115]. Because the security of this protocol is in question, we do not discuss it further here.
The second construction, given in [138], improves upon the construction of [107] in two main
ways: (1) It is not vulnerable to the attack of [115], and; (2) It is a designated verifier signature
scheme, rather than an undeniable signature scheme. More intuitively, point (2) means that signature
verification in the protocol of [138] does not require an interactive protocol involving the signer,
though signatures are still non-transferable; that is, they can only be verified by a designated
party (the designated verifier). This protocol requires parties to compute isogenies of four coprime
degrees: one prime power degree for hashing messages, blinding/unblinding, signing, and verifying.
Generally speaking, in SIDH-like protocols the size of the underlying prime field increases with the
number of prime power isogenies required. In this protocol, achieving 𝜆 bits of security (both for
unforgeability and blindness) requires a prime of at least 7𝜆 bits, which is relatively large (compared
with SIDH [88] and SIKE [8], which require primes of only 4𝜆 bits to achieve 𝜆 bits of security).
Code-based approach. The first and to the best of our knowledge the only code-based construction
of a blind signature has been proposed in [25]. The construction uses a concatenation of Sternlike ZKPs [144] which enables an authentication protocol for concatenated matrices. The blind
signature based on the Hamming metric and is obtained by applying the Fiat-Shamir heuristic to
the authentication protocol. The security of the construction relies on the security of a trapdoor
function for the computational syndrome decoding problem (CSD) problem and the soundness of
the underlying ZKP. While for the Hamming metric this trapdoor function is given by the CFS
signature and for the Rank metric it is given by the RankSign protocol [72]. The authors provide
the parameters for rank metric and for Hamming metric, which are practical for the first metric but
less practical for the latter one. In term of the signature size, the instantiation with the Hamming
metric is outperformed by the instantiation for the rank metric by multiple times.
Multivariate approach. The first multivariate construction has been proposed in [131]. The blind
signature is obtained by a transformation of Rainbow, a multivariate quadratic (MQ) signature
scheme and a post-quantum candidate to the NIST competition. The transformation is achieved by
combining the MQ signature scheme with the MQ-based zero-knowledge identification protocol
from [139]. In terms of security, the scheme achieves the usual blindness property and the universal
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one-more unforgeability. Regarding the efficiency, the most costly part for the user is the execution
of the public key generation procedure of Rainbow signature scheme.
Discussion. Although the incorrect provable lattice-based blind signatures BLAZE [3] and BLAZE+
[4] and their parents [137] can offer practical key and signature sizes (in the order of only a few
kilobytes or in some cases less than 1 KB), the only correct-proof lattice based blind signatures [83]
have either signatures sizes on the order of megabytes or large keys due to homomorphic nature of
the construction, respectively. Hence, an outstanding open problem is to construct a practical (in
terms of key and signature sizes) and secure (in the malicious signer model) lattice-based blind
signature from standard assumptions. The MQ-based scheme of [131] guarantees the usual blindness
security property and the universal one-more unforgeability. Regarding the efficiency, the most
costly part for the user is the execution of the public key generation procedure of Rainbow signature
scheme. Compared to the existing lattice-based construction [137], this MQ-based construction
benefits from a shorter signature size on one side but on the other side it required larger public keys
than in [137]. For a 100 bits of security, [131] gives shorter signature sizes 17.6 KB but larger pk size
54.6 KB compared to 200 KB and 15 KB, respectively for the shortest code-based blind signature
RankSign [72]. Our final recommendation is to use [131], which enjoys reasonable key and signature
sizes and is based on well-understood multivariate assumptions. For further performance metrics
and the effect of recent attacks on these blind signature proposals, see Table 1.
Given that a number of isogeny-based and multivariate blind signatures have been rendered
insecure due to recent attacks and that the remaining ones are quite inefficient, we believe there is
a lot of further progress to be done in the area of post-quantum blind signatures. Particularly for
blockchain application, one would expect to have significant efficiency improvements before they
can be acceptable for deployment.
4.4.2 Ring signatures. Ring signatures were first introduced in 2001 by Rivest, Shamir and
Tauman [135], initially to allow authoritative but anonymous secret leaking, but have found other
applications to the blockchain. The rigorous formal definitions were established in [15].
An ordinary ring signature scheme has much the same structure and security requirements
as a ordinary digital signature. The main syntactic difference between the two is that, in a ring
signature scheme, the Sign and Verify functions take as input a collection of users 𝑅, called a ring.
A signer can sign on behalf of any ring that includes her public key. Any third party can verify that
a signature was generated by a ring member on behalf of the ring, but the verification process will
not reveal any information about which ring member produced the signature.
Correctness of ring signatures is analogous to that of ordinary digital signatures. Their unforgeability is more complicated, since they are required to be unforgeable in the face of insider
corruption. Informally, we say that a ring signature is unforgeable with respect to insider corruption if
an efficient adversary cannot forge a signature on behalf of a ring 𝑅 ∗ , even with access to a signing
oracle of each user not in 𝑅 ∗ .
Ring signatures must satisfy the additional property of anonymity (against full key exposure)
which requires that an efficient adversary A cannot tell which of two users pk𝑖 0 , pk𝑖 1 in a ring 𝑅
produced a given signature 𝜎 on a message 𝑚 on behalf of 𝑅, even if A is given access to each user’s
secret key, and even if A is allowed to choose 𝑅, 𝑚, 𝑖 0 , and 𝑖 1 . This security definition includes two
intuitively important scenarios: (1) Insider collusion: No collection of users can determine which
ring member produced a given signature on behalf of the ring; (2) Key exposure: If a user’s private
key is revealed, signatures produced by that user cannot be deanonymised.
Linkable ring signatures are a variant of ring signatures introduced in 2004 by Liu et al. [100].
They enhance ring signatures by adding a new functionality—linking—which allows anybody to
determine whether two signatures were produced by the same user, without revealing that user.
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This functionality is instantiated as a function Link which takes in two signatures and outputs a bit
𝑏 indicating whether the signatures were produced by the same user.
This new functionality introduces new correctness and security requirements, i.e., linkage
correctness: if two signatures 𝜎0 and 𝜎1 are generated by the same user, then Link(𝜎0, 𝜎1 ) = 1; and
further three properties:
• Linkability: Among any 𝑁 + 1 signatures, each signed on behalf of rings which are subsets of
a fixed ring of 𝑁 users, there must be a linking pair of signatures;
• Linkable anonymity: Given two public keys pk0, pk1 whose corresponding private keys are
sk0, sk1 , resp., and two disjoint lists 𝑆 0, 𝑆 1 of ring signatures, which contain pk0 and pk1 , such
that either all those signatures in 𝑆 0 were constructed using sk0 and all those in 𝑆 1 were
constructed using 𝑠 1 , or vice versa, no efficient adversary can determine which is the case,
and;
• Non-frameability against insider collusion: No efficient adversary can produce a new valid
signature which links to any honestly-constructed signature 𝜎, even with access to the secret
key of each user.
In the literature, one often distinguishes: (i) logarithmic ring signature, where the signature size
scales polylogarithmically in the ring size 𝑁 , and (ii) linear ring signature, where the signature size
is 𝑂 (𝑁 ).
Lattice-based approach. Until recently, lattice-based ring signature proposals were far from
practical. Then, in 2019, Esgin et al. [65] introduced a substantially more efficient ring signature
construction based on Module-SIS and Module-LWE problems and initiated the path towards
practically efficient lattice-based ring signatures. This construction also has the advantage of being
of polylogarithmic size. The blueprint idea in [65] has been greatly improved upon in subsequent
works [64, 66, 67], where the signature size was reduced by orders of magnitude in comparison to
the state of the art prior to [65]. The shortest proposal in this family is obtained by instantiating the
ring signature in [64] using the techniques in [66, 67], which allow to set parameters significantly
more efficiently. We call the state-of-the-art proposal resulting from this series of works as MatRing
signature. This proposal also easily extends to the linkable setting as shown in [66, 67].
Recently, Beullens et al. [19] and Lyubashevsky et al. [105] proposed new approaches to construct
ring signatures with instantiations based on Module-SIS and Module-LWE problems. Overall, all
schemes in [19, 64, 65, 67, 105] scale polylogarithmically in signature size, but Falafl [19] and the
proposal in [105] scale more efficiently in asymptotic signature size. The practical advantage of
the latter two proposals’ concrete signature sizes, however, is only observed for large ring sizes of
about 1000 (and even much larger ring sizes for Falafl). In Table 1, we consider MatRing and [105]
as either one leads to the most practically efficient scheme for any ring size.
There are also some efficient linear-size ring signature proposals: Raptor by Lu et al. [101] and
DualRing-LB by Yeun et al. [159]. Despite being linear-sized, DualRing-LB signature sizes scale
slowly thanks to its novel approach, which requires a single ZKP response and 𝑁 challenges
for a ring size of 𝑁 users. The advantage comes from the fact that the size of a challenge (at
most 32 bytes) is significantly smaller than the size of a ZKP response (a few kilobytes) in the
lattice setting. From the security perspective, although Raptor relies on a stronger “NTRU-like”
security assumption, DualRing-LB is based on standard Module-SIS and Module-LWE assumptions.
DualRing-LB produces very short signatures for small to medium size rings (see Table 1).
Some of the aforementioned works on constructing ring signatures also extend their proposals
to build a RingCT protocol (employed by Monero), where the ring signature is a core ingredient. A
RingCT protocol [122] allows a payer/spender to transfer assets on blockchain to a payee/recipient
while preserving privacy, i.e., while hiding sensitive information such as payer/payee identities and
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transaction amount from third parties. The payer anonymity is achieved by the use of a linkable
ring signature and further advanced ZKPs are employed to construct a full RingCT protocol. Due
their strong connection to ring signatures, we briefly mention these works below.
The work of Esgin et al. [67] introduced the first practical post-quantum RingCT protocol, named
MatRiCT. More recently, MatRiCT was significantly improved upon by Esgin, Steinfeld and Zhao
in [66]. The recent protocol, named MatRiCT+ [66], requires significantly less communication and
computation, and has the important feature that the proof length scales only logarithmically in the
number of input accounts while MatRiCT (as well as other prior post-quantum proposals) scales
linearly in that. Concurrently with MatRiCT+ , Lyubashevsky, Nguyen and Seiler [105] instantiated
the MatRiCT framework using different approaches to realise the underlying proofs. For the most
common Monero transactions (with two inputs/outputs and ring size of 𝑁 = 11), MatRiCT+ and the
proposal in [105] require very similar communication while MatRiCT+ scales much more efficiently
to larger number of inputs (which is the second most common setting in Monero).
Hash-based approach. [92] has outlined how to build a ring signature from their proposed zeroknowledge protocol based on symmetric primitives (more details will be discussed in Section 4).
The idea is to based on the (normal) signature proposed in their paper. Key generation chooses a
uniform secret key 𝑘 ∈ {0, 1}𝜅 for some security parameter 𝜅 and the corresponding public key
𝑁 of 𝑁 public
will be 𝑦 = PRF𝑘 (0𝜅 ) for some pseudorandom function PRF. Given a ring 𝑅 = {𝑦𝑖 }𝑖=1
𝜅
keys, let 𝐶 be the circuit that takes as input a secret key 𝑘 and outputs 1 iff PRF𝑘 (0 ) = 𝑦𝑖 for some
𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ]. A ring signature will then be an NIZKPoK of an input 𝑘𝑖 such that 𝐶 (𝑘𝑖 ) = 1. The size of
the signature (that is, the size of the circuit 𝐶 in this case) is linear with 𝑁 , the number of users in
𝑅.
In order to shorten the signature size to logarithmic in 𝑁 , [92] further suggested to use a Merkle
tree and put all the public keys 𝑦𝑖 as leaves (for simplicity, they assume 𝑁 = 2𝑞 for some integer 𝑞).
The proof further takes an auxiliary value path which outputs 1 if path is a valid Merkle proof
(with respect to root) for the value 𝑦 at leaf 𝑖. A signature is an NIZKPoK of an input for which 𝐶
evaluates to 1. In this case, the size is only log(𝑁 ).
Isogeny-based constructions. The only isogeny-based (linkable) ring signature to date is Calamari [19]. At its core is a sigma protocol Π which allows a prover to prove knowledge of the solution
to one out of 𝑁 instances 𝐸 1 = [𝔞1 ] ∗ 𝐸 0, 𝐸 2 = [𝔞2 ] ∗ 𝑋 0, . . . , 𝐸 𝑁 = [𝔞𝑁 ] ∗ 𝐸 0 of the GAIP with respect
to the same base 𝐸 0 , without revealing the index 𝑗 ∗ of the known solution. The signature scheme is
constructed by applying the Fiat-Shamir transform [69].
To make this into a linkable ring signature, the authors propose to add a tag 𝑇 = [𝔞𝑖 ] ★ 𝑇0 to
each signature, where ★ is an action of the group 𝐺 on some set T (different from and “compatible
with,” in a precise sense, the action ∗), and 𝑇0 is a fixed public value. When signing, the signer then
produces a proof of knowledge of the element [𝔞] such that [𝔞] ∗ 𝐸 0 = 𝐸 𝑗 for some 𝑗, and such that
[𝔞] ★ 𝑇0 = 𝑇 . Since 𝑇0 is fixed, to test whether two signatures 𝜎1 = (𝜎ˆ 1,𝑇1 ) and 𝜎2 = (𝜎ˆ 2,𝑇2 ) were
generated by the same individual, it suffices to check that 𝑇1 = 𝑇2 .
Beyond the basics of the scheme we describe here, Calamari makes a number of optimisations to
reduce signature sizes. Calamari signatures are extremely small and scale logarithmically with ring
size; for two-member ring signatures are 3.5 KB, and are 23 KB long for rings of size 221 . However,
signing is orders of magnitude slower than for the comparable lattice-based ring signature Falafl,
requiring from 1011 to more than 1013 cycles for signing, compared to Falafl’s 108 to 1010 cycles
(depending on ring size). As well, this relatively efficient version of Calamari can only be instantiated
when the group structure of cl(O) is known explicitly; at present, this restricts us to the CSIDH-512
parameter set (or smaller), which offers only 60 bits of quantum security [128].
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Code-based approach. The first code-based ring signature has been proposed in [160]. In terms
of security the signature is secure under the syndrome decoding problem. The authors achieve a
signature size of 144 + 126𝑁 , where 𝑁 is the number of ring members for a security level of about
263.3 . A special flavour of ring signatures, a ℓ-out-of-𝑁 threshold ring signature has been introduced
in [50]. It allows a set of ℓ ring members to sign a message without revealing the identities of the
members, with a ring size of 𝑁 . The security of the scheme is given in the reductionist security
model and the construction is secure under the hardness of Bounded Distance Decoding (BDD)
problem and Goppa Code Distinguishing (GCD) problem. While the signature size is small the
main drawback of this construction is the large size of public keys and the slow signing procedure.
The first code-based linkable ring signature has been proposed in [33]. It is achieved from a Sternlike protocol which is transformed into a ring signature by applying the Fiat-Shamir transform.
The signature size in [33] is 39𝑁 kBytes, where 𝑁 is the number of signers in the ring. A recent
construction of a ring signature [34] achieves also the additional property of traceability which
allows to identify the user who signs two different messages with respect to the same ring. The
security of this construction is based on the hardness of the syndrom decoding problem. The
signature size is 240𝑁 kBytes, which might be too large for many applications.
Multivariate approach. The first multivariate quadratic polynomials-based ring signature was
introduced in [151]. The scheme achieves completeness and anonymity against full key exposure.
A more efficient construction has been proposed in [118]. In [130] the authors provided the first
multivariate threshold ring signature scheme which is an extension of the multivariate identification
scheme [139]. Even though the construction in [130] requires more rounds to achieve given levels
of security, the main advantage of the scheme is the shorter signature size than those obtained by
other post-quantum approaches. The construction also achieves provable security which is rare in
multivariate cryptography.
Discussion. Ring signatures have certain inherent limitations such as requiring 𝑂 (𝑁 ) signing/verification times and 𝑂 (𝑁 ) storage/communication of public keys. Such linear barriers prevent
their real-life use with large values of 𝑁 despite the appealing feature of a higher anonymity level
for increasing 𝑁 . This is, for example, one of the main reasons why Monero cryptocurrency uses a
small ring size of 𝑁 = 11. As a result, in terms of blockchain applications, the main desideratum
appears to be optimizing the performance for small 𝑁 .
While the most efficient lattice-based and hash-based constructions scale polylogarithmically in
the ring size 𝑁 , code-based constructions can only achieve a linear signature size, which is the main
drawback of code-based constructions. Finding new techniques to reduce the key and signature sizes
of code-based signatures is an open problem and offers directions for future research. Isogeny-based
schemes scale logarithmically with ring size but are slower than their lattice-based counterparts.
Multivariate constructions claim to achieve better efficiency than any other post-quantum ring
signature constructions. For detailed evaluation of these results, see Table 1.
The computational speed of existing lattice-based ring signature proposals in the order of
milliseconds is well within the requirements of major ring signature applications in the blockchain
setting, such as RingCT protocol used in Monero. In terms of the signature size, there is of course a
significant increase compared to pre-quantum proposals, however this overhead appears to be a
common cost to be paid when upgrading to post-quantum security. A goal for future work in this
area could be to minimize the signature as well as public key lengths as much as possible.
5

CONCLUSION

This work surveys the extensive literature on post-quantum cryptographic schemes crucial for
blockchains. We particularly focus on exotic signatures achieving advanced functionalities, which
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enable empowering features for blockchain. For each presented exotic signature, we have included
all known construction techniques based on different quantum-safe assumptions (including latticebased, code-based, hash-based, multivariate-polynomial-based and isogeny-based assumptions) and
a discussion on existing challenges and future research directions for each one in the post-quantum
space. We have also compared these exotic signatures in terms of the promised quantum security
levels, signature generation and verification times, signature size, and the promised asymptotic
complexity. We hope our work can help to promote further research on and adoption of postquantum cryptography in the blockchain space.
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